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Proﬁle

By Lisa Howard-Fusco

Top left: A private estate
mausoleum.
(Photo courtesy of
Roselawn Cemetery)
Top right: Ossuary
and wall niches in
The Garden of
Remembrance.
(Photo credit:
Nicholas Legeros)
Right: “Cube Column
Resurrection,”
a bronze sculpture
by Paul T. Grandlund,
stands in front of the
Community Mausoleum.
(Photo courtesy of
Roselawn Cemetery)
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ROSELAWN
CEMETERY

When Roselawn Cemetery was founded in 1902 on the outskirts of St. Paul, Minnesota,
the location was chosen for its 160 acres of tranquil beauty that included rolling meadows
and stately oak, ash, and maple trees. It was also created with the conviction that it should
be open and peaceful, to blend seamlessly with and be a part of, its community.

Like many cemeteries of its time,
today the city of Roseville has grown
up to surround Roselawn; but unlike
so many that are hemmed in by walls
and gates in an attempt to shut out
the urban sprawl, Roselawn is still
without any enclosing barriers.
“We’re the only cemetery around
the city with no fences or gates,”
said Larry Hudella, superintendent.
“My theory is that when you put up
a fence, the first thing that people
will do is climb that fence. We have
an open policy.”
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An Open Invitation to History
For those that accept Roselawn’s
open invitation to its grounds, the
first features they would encounter
off the main drive are its original and
historical structures. The Administration Building and The Chapel were
both designed and built in 1902 by
renowned architects Cass Gilbert (designer of the United States Supreme
Court building in Washington, D.C.
and the Woolworth Building in New
York City) and Thomas G. Holyoke
(architect of notable churches such as

Unity Church in St. Paul). The character of the structures is derived from
Medieval English country church architecture, but uses the architects’ favorite materials, such as Oneota
limestone with Indiana limestone
trim, and flat, red clay tile roofs.
The interior of The Chapel includes
features such as Guastavino tile on
the vaulted ceilings of the entranceway, unique decorative ironwork,
and a collection of Stickley furniture
that was selected at the time of the
original construction. “They do set
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The Ossuary and its spiral walkway, where loved ones are memorialized along the granite blocks that border the path.
(Photo credit: Nicholas Legeros)
us apart from the rest, they are beautiful limestone buildings,” Hudella
said. He explained that the north
wing of The Chapel was once known
as “The Old Catacombs,” which
once held a crypt and burial vaults
for use during the winter months; in
the late 1980s, it was renovated into
The Gathering Room, which is now
used for family receptions and cemetery events. However, it was decided
that the original floor would be preserved. “The slate looked cool, so we
had tile made from the original floor
pieces,” he said.

Committed to Change
Although the historical buildings
and beautifully landscaped grounds
for traditional burial and monuments
provide a haven of beauty and a reference to the past for the community,
what truly sets Roselawn apart are its
modern bronze sculptures and monuments and creative cremation memorialization options, which show
Roselawn’s commitment to its future.
After visitors pass the older structures, they then encounter an impressive modern sculpture, named “Cube
Column Resurrection,” cast in
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bronze by the artist Paul T.
Granlund, circa 1980. The artwork
consists of a figure in a fetal position
within the geometrical shapes below,
which contrasts the proud, freestanding figure that reaches heavenward.
The work is both modern and spiritual, reflecting the cemetery’s nondenominational status and commitment
to the needs of today’s families.
Hudella, who has worked at
Roselawn for over 42 years, has been
instrumental in coming up with new
ideas to appeal to families seeking cremation memorialization. “I started in
1972, and I probably built all the cremation features except one: The Garden of the 23rd Psalm, a combination
of crypts and niches, which has been
sold out for many years,” he explained. As the cremation rate has
climbed since that time, Hudella recognized the need to continually provide families with new options.
“Nowadays, you’re competing. The
baby boomers want cremation and
the columbarium, and they’ll pay for
it if it’s what they want,” he said.
Behind the Granlund sculpture is
the Community Mausoleum, a contemporary, open structure, but built

with Mankato limestone and a slate
roof to match the look of the original
historic chapel and buildings. Completed in 2008, the sides of the mausoleum house 96 full-size crypts, but
the back wall consists entirely of a
typical Northern Minnesota lake
scene, sculptured out of bronze and
divided into 180 cremation niches.
According to Matthews International
Corporation, Bronze Division, which
cast the scene, it is the largest of its
kind in the world.
Although he says that such a highend memorialization can be a drawback for those concerned with
personalization (nothing is allowed
on the wall as it would take away
from the collective image), the response from families has been mostly
positive. “In the summer there’s only
one place here in Minnesota you can
go and that’s up north to the cabins,
and this is a typical scene,” Hudella
said. “People just love it.”
Another option for cremation families is the Reflection of Peace columbarium, an emerald green circular
structure topped with a flock of
bronze doves of peace taking flight.
Names are engraved upon the niches,
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Left: The bronze orb sculpture in the heart of the Ossuary, which unlocks to reveal a vault for cremated remains. (Photo credit:
Nicholas Legeros) Right: Split Rock Garden, with its distinctive split columbarium. (Photo courtesy of Roselawn Cemetery)
and the columbarium is surrounded
by gardens, benches and trees, as
well as 100 additional in-ground cremation lots. Hudella explained that
the section was originally unused,
picturesque land, and all they needed
to do was to add benches, a sculpture
and to make the surrounding ground
available for the interment of cremated remains. “It instantly created
more cremation options, and that’s
more of a draw for people,” he said.
Although the columbarium was completed in 2010, according to Hudella
it is almost sold out.
But when asked what his favorite
cremation memorialization idea was,
Hudella said it was the newest
columbarium, Split Rock Garden,
completed in 2012. “It’s a hot one.
Over only a couple of years, it’s already paid for itself. People really
love that one,” he said.
Located near The Chapel and set
against a limestone wall, Split Rock
is a rounded columbarium bronze
sculpture that appears to be split in
the middle and pushed aside so as to
allow one to walk through it.
Once completed, however, many of
the employees agreed the area needed
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a little “something extra,” such as a
water feature. Hudella decided to purchase a bronze fountain sculpture titled “Summer Fun,” depicting
children sitting on a log holding a turtle, and placed it over a small constructed pond, visible through the
“split” rock. Recalling a table his
daughter had that was inlaid with a
compass pattern, he searched and
found a compass stamp to place at the
front of the columbarium as an extra
bonus to the design. He also added a
few stone benches for visitors to rest
and reflect.
“I just got inspired,” Hudella explained. “Even with the benches, I
took a chance. They’re rustic and
rough looking, but they matched in
there nice.”
It’s also an opportunity to provide
something for those families looking
for more personalization. Names and
images are sand-blasted onto the
niches, said Hudella, according to the
family’s wishes; as an example, he
mentions a former railroad engineer
whose family had requested a picture
of a locomotive on his niche. “Also,
the military families love it if you can
put a military emblem on it,” he said.

“I’ll usually throw it in to the cost of
the whole thing, as a goodwill gesture. You can’t buy that kind of PR.”

A Community for Eternity
The Garden of Remembrance, yet
another cremation option at the cemetery, has been added on to four times
since its opening in the mid-1980s.
The large niche wall that encircles
the garden is set into an embankment, and its 800 niches are accented
with flowering planters. However,
the cemetery has room to lay out 300
more, if the need arises.
It is offset by a lawn area with
patches of flowering plants and 270
in-ground lots for the interment of
cremated remains; all lots have
bronze markers that are flush with
the ground, most of which are set up
to contain the remains of two people
(though a few can hold three or are
reserved for only one).
However, it is the garden’s centerpiece, the ossuary, which has been
causing quite a stir in and beyond the
Roselawn community.
A circular sidewalk lined with
granite blocks spirals inward toward
a striking central bronze sphere,
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which has handprints of all sizes cast
into its surface. The orb unlocks and
turns upward to reveal an opening
for cremated remains to be poured
into a vault that can contain the
commingled remains of up to 2,000
people. When deposited, the cremated remains pass by an 18-inch cymbal that sounds a “final note,” an
announcement of sorts, that the remains of a loved one have become
part of both the sculpture and a new
community. The names of the deceased are memorialized on the granite blocks bordering the walkway
that leads up to the sculpture.
The sculptor commissioned for the
project, Nick Legeros (who apprenticed with Paul Granlund), was inspired by the Greek myth of
Orpheus, a gifted minstrel who loses
his love, Eurydice, to a poisonous
snake bite and follows her into the
underworld in order to charm Hades
into returning her to life.
“I’m not in the death-care industry,
I’m a sculptor,” said Legeros, “and it
gives me a different perspective on
things. When I was first approached
by Larry I said, ‘You mean you want
me to put dead people in my sculpture?’ But it was a jolt – and it made
me think in a different way.”
He explains that while people are
alive, they are a member of a community, but after death the deceased
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have traditionally
been isolated in a casket with ground burial. Instead, the
ossuary reflects the
deceased becoming a
member of a new
community. “It’s almost Egyptian, it has
a magical quality, or
an old ancient feel to
it. There are hand impressions on the
sphere, which gives
people something to
touch. It’s polished, so
the metal reflects the Bronze doves of peace reach into the sky as part of the
person opening it, say- Reﬂection of Peace columbarium. (Photo courtesy of
ing ‘I’m the one keep- Roselawn Cemetery)
ing this person’s
memory alive.’ There’s something
Roselawn is a nonprofit association
about this that as an artist, if I was
administered by a board of trustees
interred here, I’d feel like I was bethat must also be lot owners in order
coming a part of a work of art.”
to serve; however, the cemetery also
The construction of the ossuary
continues to serve the community
was completed in 2008, and Hudella
with events for the public, in keeping
has seen a lot of positive response,
with its open policy. For 33 years it
both from the public and other cemehas hosted a yearly Memorial Weekteries looking at constructing someend Celebration; in recent years it has
thing similar. “It started off kind of
included a Historical Military Salute
slow, but now it’s taking off. Curby a veteran Honor Guard, a Memorrently there are 28 names on the
ial Day service with choral music and
wall, and there will be 18-20 more,
an organ concert.
including preneed. Now we get calls
In 2013, Roselawn also began a
from all over the country asking
new tradition: A Christmas Open
about it.”
House in The Chapel and Gathering Room. “A couple from the
area, who now live in Oregon, Barb
and Terry Bang, come back every
year to play Santa and Mrs. Claus
and play Christmas music. We have
hot chocolate and cookies, and sing
and have pictures with Santa,”
Hudella explained. Although it is
still a new event and mostly known
to families with loved ones at
Roselawn, it has gotten a good response from those who live in the
area, due to advertising in the local
newspaper and placing fliers
throughout the community.
Roselawn’s focus on preserving its
past but ensuring it meets the changing needs of the community is paying
off. “We have set sales records for
three years in a row, now, while others are crying a bit about cremation,”
Hudella said. “I think we take what
we have and use it well.” •
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